
VIRTUAL STAGE 
ENGAGEMENT RESULTS



ATTENTION: “Zoom fatigue” has officially been cured!

Stop believing that you must lower your engagement expectations for online presentations.
Your audience deserves the same level of inspiration, education, and engagement that they would get in-person. 

This IS possible for YOU!

Here are social media and chat responses from typically RESERVED INDUSTRIES during Sekou’s VIRTUAL KEYNOTES.

How amazing would it be to have your audience feel like this during your event?



VIRTUAL ATTENDEE EVALUATION COMMENTS

Attendees registered to watch the session: 121,140 
Overall Speaker Rating: 4.59 (out of 5)

Note From Event Organizer:
[Sekou], Your session had the most attendee feedback/comments by far…

● Absolutely not what I expected at all. Grabbed audience. Excellent.
● AWESOME!!! This was my favorite session of this day. What a great speaker!!! So inspirational. He left in me a great impression and lots of excellent thoughts….Sekou 

Andrews is the Best Keynote Speaker ever!
● By far the best presentation I saw today!
● DISRUPTIVE!  What an incredible, engaging, smart, charismatic and sharp speaker!!!  LOVE it.  His enthusiasm and sincerity filled my evening with GOOD energy! 

Absolutely LOVE it!
● Fantastic different style to keep your attention and to send a clear message.
● Great dynamic presentation. Energy pours out of Mr Andrews and his presentation has given me great perspective. Loved every second of it.
● Hands down the best session I attended. I laughed, cried and pondered. Excellent and inspirational. Thank you. 
● I really really enjoyed this speaker. The spoken word feeling of his presentation kept it engaging while conveying the discomfort of disruption. At the end of a long 

day when my interest was beginning to flag he hooked me in and kept me engaged until the end.
● Just wow! This was a perfect end to the first day!
● The presentation was totally eye opening and relevant for life. It was probably one of the best presentations I had ever seen. The information was valuable and the 

way it’s was delivered had both some humor and seriousness to it. Again overall excellent.
● This was a great session with many great takeaways. It really drove home the disruption mindset, showing, speaking, and performing. Leading by example and entertaining. 
● Wow...this was crazy awesome!! I found myself mesmerized, frozen....Deer-in-headlights kind of struck and glued to the screen.  My heart was kind of beating fast 

when it was done! Great closing for the day!!

● Whoever found this speaker should get a raise! Absolutely Wonderful! Fantastic way to end the day! 



TECHNOLOGY





HEALTHCARE

Note from Event Organizer:
I know Sekou saw some of the 
Tweets yesterday during his 
presentation but he didn’t see how 
the chat feature within our virtual 
platform was exploding with positive 
comments and accolades.
 “His presentation was spot on. Can 
you let him know how well received 
his presentation was?”

Chat Room Engagement:



Additional Chat Room Engagement:



MISC. INDUSTRIES (HR, Government, Real Estate, Finance)



EVENTS/TRAVEL
“Amazing!” ...“Simply Incredible!” .... “Preach!” ... “WOW WOW WOW!” …

These were just a few of the comments we received through the Chat during Sekou's message as part of our Virtual Event. 
The topic of our event was Diversity, Equity & Inclusion … Sekou provided a 30-minute keynote message, fully edited and 
professionally produced … To say that Sekou's message was powerful would be an understatement. From the start, his 
powerful words popped out of the screen and it felt as though he was in the room with you personally. As if he were 
SPEAKING to you personally. At first, we really wanted Sekou to be speaking to our group live. However, once we saw the 
production quality of his message, we were so glad to have a pre-recorded session to provide. The video edits, sound 
effects and interesting transitions made the message engaging and enjoyable to watch. Unlike most virtual speakers who 
can be one-dimensional, Sekou's keynote performance was multi-dimensional and captivating. I would even go so 
far as to say, his message was transformative … As one audience member said, 
"This was the best speaker we have ever had at SITE In my opinion!"

- Ciara Rubalcalva, VP of Education
   SITE SoCal

Want to get this level of engagement           Want to learn how to be engaging
from your audience?             on virtual stages yourself?

          LET ME HELP YOU!              WATCH FREE TRAINING HERE:
  http://sekouandrews.com/book-sekou/                 https://www.sekousays.com/digitalstagetraining

http://sekouandrews.com/book-sekou/
https://www.sekousays.com/digitalstagetraining

